
by Jim Venis

e xxon Research and
Engineering Company (ERE),
a whoIIy-owned subsidiary of

Exxon Corporation, provides

support services toExxon

refineries. Founded in the

1910s as Standard Oil Develop-

ment, the company's main

offices are in Florham Park,

New Jersey, with subsidiary

offices elsewhere in New Jersey

and in Baytown, Texas. ERE

also has offices in London and

Singapore.
According to staff

analyst Bruce Carstensen, the

company has two functions: to

provide engineering consulting
to the refineries and to do basic

research for Exxon Corpora-

tion. The scope of operations is

international; the company has
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almost 2,000 employees. As a

cost center withill Exxon, the

company has no sales.

It's no surprise that ERE

is heavily dependent on

computer power for its

engineering and data-analysis

applications, many of which are

proprietary. There is a com-

puter in every office, says

Carstensen. About a fourth of

the PCs at iRE presendy are

connected to a companywide

LAN that runs Microsoft's

LanMan, which Carstensen

says was chosen because it

allows access to a wider range

of computers: the RS/6000s,

V AXs and Crays.

helping him land the Exxon

business. "What it really did

was lend credibility. Even

though we're just a little New

Jersey dealer, we perform like a

major corporation, like the type

of organization Exxon wanted
to do business with. "

Still, even the largest

corporations are staffed by

people, and there's a business

advantage in having those

people feel comfortable with

each other. "You may have an

impression of Exxon being a

huge, monolithic company,"

says Stanoch, "when in fact, the

people are just like you and

me."

Carstensen points out

that, in a rime of downsizing

and budget tightening, gettiug

good prices is important, but it's

not everythiIig. "There's also the

personal relations side of the

business to consider," he says.

"You want to talk to someone

who cares about your business

and who lets you know he is

willing to do extra work for

Winning the bid

ERE uses an annual,

competitive-bid process to

make sure it gets the very best

prices on computer products

and services. For the thkd year

in a row, the contract has been

awarded to ISG reseller

TransNet Corporation of

Sommerville, New Jersey. Mark

Stanoch, TransNet's vice

president of sales and market-

ing, says, "There is absolutely

no question -we would not

have gotten the bid without the

buying power that our IE/ISG

partnership gives us."

Stanoch also credits

ISG's national presence for



PCs, workstations and Macs, "

he says, "we do technology

assessments and technology

planning with them. We're able

to tap into a lot of the lE

technical resources, and that's a
significant advantage! "

you. " He adds that Stanoch hBB

shared free evaluation units,
software and help with configu -

ration. "Mark has provided us

with a value-added service

that's made him our contractor

of choice," says Carstensen,

"and he's very well liked."

TransNet has become an

unofficial member of Exxon's

MIS deparlment, agrees

Stanoch. "Besides doing

network support and the 'break-

and-fix' work on about 3,000
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source of PCs, NEC was

persuaded to come up with a

special configuration just for

Exxon. Says Carstensen,

"Mark's been an influential

person because of his ability to

contact the manufacturers and

bring together everything that's

needed. All I need to do is turn

around and buy wbat he

recommends."

More power

One example of the ISG

advantage is the way the

network's leverage can be used

with vendors. When -with

TransNet's help -ERE

decided onNEC as its primary

answer objections when

pitching large accounts like

Exxon. "One of their primary

concerns was account control,"

says Stanoch. "They were

asking us, 'How can you assure

us in New Jersey that our sites

in other states will get the same

service we get here?' We

answered that by explaining the

strengths of other ISG mem-

bers, the investments they had

to make to qualify for the ISG

program, and by telling about

our past experiences in dealing

with other ISG resellers. We

give out references, which
usually does it for us. "

In Stanoch's view, "ISG

represents a logical evolution of

our industry, that of pooling the

resources of the best resellers.

It's been a long time coming,

but now, we are definitely

greater than the sum of our
parts. " He says that the

combined industry knowledge of

ISG resellers is a strategic

resource nobody else can match.

"If there was any way

to qualify our confidence in

ISG," Stanoch concludes, "it

would be this: We have

maintained our Exxon account

because of ISG. Exxon is one

of our major accounts, and we

wouldn't trust such a good

portion of our business to just

any program!" "

To Stanoch, being a part

of the ISG network means

combining resources with "the

best dealers of the very best

aggregate around." It helps to
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